TO: JIM RAND
FROM: DIRECTOR
CONFIDENTIAL

CITATION: 32008

TO GALBOND AND PONCHAY

1. ON 26 MAY AMHAWK AND VARGAS GOMEZ LUNCHED WITH RUBIO PARELLE ON LATTER'S INITIATIVE. AMHAWK AND VARGAS REPORTED SEPARATELY TO PARLETT THAT MEETING HAD BEEN COMPLETE FAILURE. RUBIO TOOK SAME POSITION HE ENUNCiated IN PAST TO PONCHAY AND PARLETT: EXCEPT FOR AMHAWK HE WOULD HAVE NOTHING TO DO WITH FED PEOPLE. CLAIMED HE HAD ONLY IMPORTANT ODDYKE CONTACT;

HE EXPECTS FREnte TO FAIL BECAUSE ITS UNSOUND COMPOSITION,

AMHAWK AND VARGAS TOLD PARLETT THEY CONSIDER ANY FURTHER DEALINGS WITH RUBIO WASTE OF TIME AND THAT HE WOULD BE

INDEFINITE LIABILITY TO FED EVEN IF HE DID JOIN IT. HOWEVER IN ORDER AVOID PAINFUL BREAK VARGAS LEFT DOOR OPEN FOR RUBIO ASSOCIATE HIMSELF FREnte IN FUTURE.

ATTEMPTING

2. ADEL MESTRE MAX XAVIER ARRANGED AND IS OBTENIBLY FINANCE PERSONALLY EXAMINING TOUR FOR LA COUNTRIES BY FORMER OWNERS
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DIARIO DE LA MARINA. RIVEROS IN LIMA YESTERDAY AND BLASTED IF MESTRE SUCCESSFUL RIVEROS CASTRO. WILL CONTINUE TO RIO CARACAS AND MEXICO. EACH VISIT TIMED TO PRECEDE DORTICOS OFFICIAL VISIT COUNTRY.

VISION HAS REQUESTED WE HELP PREPARE ARTICLE ON DORTICOS TRIP FOR PUBLICATION MAGAZINE. WILL DO.

3. CUBAN CREW RECRUITED TO MAN RADIO BROADCAST SHIP.

FIRST BROADCASTS EXPECTED 2 JUNE.

4. JMARC ORGANIZATION SUBJECT LENGTHY CONFERENCE TODAY WITH FOSTER COLLINS AND ALK COX.

5. AMWAIL 5 READY GO MEXICO ARRANGE COMMO AND FM TRAINING SITES. WILL NOT LEAVE UNTIL YOUR RETURN WITH CONFERENCE DECISIONS. AMBIDLY STILL ANXIOUS INVADE TARGET.

AMWAIL 5 AGREES OUR VIEWS RE PM PLANNING. HAVE VAGUE REPORT FROM ASSESSMENT SITE THAT QUOTE TWENTY FIVE OF
THIRTY CANDIDATES LOOK GOOD END QUOTE. NO FURTHER INFO.
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C/S COMMENT: DISSEMINATION APPLICABLE TO JULIET CABLES.